MEMO for staying at Scandic Crown during GÖTEBORG ISHOCKEY CUP
Check-in is open at a special helpdesk from 4 pm on Januari 1:st. Scandic Crown offers a dinner
buffét at a cost to participating teams. The buffét schould be paid by the teamleader, either by
debitcard or charged to the room.
There are two conference-rooms available for short team-briefings. Ca 20 min at a time. You can book
at the reception. There are rooms available for storage of equipment. Each team can sign out a key at
the reception.
GIC-results are shown in the lobby.
By our agreement with Scandic Crown, here are a few
rules during GIC-Cup
Telephones in the rooms are disconnected. Can be reconnected
by request of
the Team-leader.
Bedlinen and towels will not be changed for the teams, during GIC-CUP.
The Spa and relaxation is closed during this period.
Participants are responsible for any purchases debited to their room. Food, telephone etc. Any debt
shall be cleared in good time before departure. (Team-leaders are responsible for the whole team)
Falsely activating the fire alert, will generate a cost of 8000 sek.
In case of fire alert, the assembly point is located at the parking lot, behind the hotel.
Sharpening skates and any work on hockey-sticks or equipment, involving heat, saw or
plane etc, is strictly prohibited inside Scandic Crown.
Steam may accidently trigger fire detectors. Dust and grind can damage the interior.
Please respect your, and the other teams scheduled mealtimes.
When You are finished eating, please clear Your place at the table.
In respect of Your neighbours at Scandic. please observe quiet between 10pm-8 am.!!!
Teams leaving o Jan 4:th, check out before 12 o´clock.
Teams leaving on Jan 5:th can store luggage in the equipment-rooms
during the remaining tournament, until departure.
The Team-leader should check out the rooms (Telephone, food etc) in good time before departure.
Any damages will be debited to the team.
We hope You have a pleasant stay, and an exiting tournament.

